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In focusing on immigration in the Trump era, we have seen policies
that have seemingly caused the United States to retreat from the previous
trajectory of immigration advances over the last 20 years. I'm going to give
you an overview in what I would call the struggle for equality around
women's rights, human rights, and asylum protection. The focus of my
presentation is on the issue of asylum protection for women who face a
range of harms that can be called "gender-based harms." This could be
female genital cutting, forced marriage, domestic violence or the many
other harms unique to, or disproportionately inflicted upon women.'

The international origins of domestic refugee law came into existence
in the wake of World War II with the 1951 Refugee Convention and the
1967 Refugee Protocol, which was the international community's response
to the failure to protect refugees and other persecuted groups fleeing the
Holocaust.
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The refugee definition in international and domestic law comes from
that time period, with a refugee being defined as encompassing an
individual with a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular social
group (the "five grounds").3 The U.S. became a party to the 1967 Protocol
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in 1968,4 when it took on the obligation to protect refugees. Twelve years
later, Congress enacted the 1980 Refugee Act (the "Refugee Act"), which is
our domestic counterpart to the Protocol - or said another way - it is the
implementation of our international obligations.5 Our 
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Canada was the first country to do so, in 1993, and the U.S. was quick
to follow, in 1995.1 However, despite this adoption, the U.S. wasn't
implementing its gender guidance in its actual decision making. In 1995,
the same year U.S. gender guidance was issued, an immigration judge in
Philadelphia denied asylum to a young woman from Togo.19 This young
woman was fleeing a forced marriage and female genital cutting; the latter
is a prototypical gender-based harm;20 it is only inflicted on women,
because they are women.

This young woman from Togo, Fauziya Kassindja, went in front of the
immigration judge in Philadelphia, who denied her protection.21 After that, I
had the privilege of being the lead attorney on the team that took her case to
the administrative appellate level, which is the Board of Immigration
Appeals ("BIA"). The BIA ultimately reversed the immigration judge's
denial and granted Fauziya asylum. This case, known as Matter of Kasinga,
became a landmark decision on the issue of gender persecution.22

The BIA essentially did what the UNHCR had advised. It recognized
female genital cutting to be persecution, even though it is a cultural norm.23

It held that it was inflicted on account of her being a member of a particular
social group that was defined in part by gender, her ethnicity, and her status
of not having been cut.24 The BIA also noted that the government of her
country, Togo, was unable or unwilling to protect her. Instead, the police
would have returned her to the man to whom 
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domestic violence. She was married to a brutal man; a former soldier who
bragged about all the women and children he had killed during Guatemala's
civil war.27

An immigration judge in San Francisco, relying on the Kasinga
precedent, granted asylum to Rody Alvarado. The judge compared
domestic violence to female genital cutting, finding that the applicant was
suffering this harm because she is a woman in Guatemala.28 Because of the
cultural norms that prevail in Guatemala, the authorities would not protect
her.29 The immigration judge granted asylum to Ms. Alvarado. However,
that was not the end of the story, because the government appealed.

The BIA, the same court that had granted Fauziya Kassindja asylum,
reversed the grant of asylum to Rody Alvarado, in a case known as Matter
of R-A-.3° The BIA tried to distinguish the R-A- case from Kasinga, but
they are not really distinguishable.3 They are both, at their heart, the same
thing.

Maybe what's different is that Togo is further away than Guatemala,
and female genital cutting looks exotic to people in the U.S. Domestic
violence as a basis for asylum for somebody coming from Central America
raises the fear of opening the floodgates. It is important to note that there
have always been discriminatory practices against asylum claims from
Central America, which are all too much on the resurgence now. So the
BIA reversed the grant of asylum to Rody Alvarado.32

Fortunately, Rody Alvarado was not detained during the litigation of
her claim for protection, which went on for 13 years. She was finally
granted asylum in 2009.3 3 However, it should be noted that between 1999,
when the BIA reversed her grant of asylum, and 2009, when she was finally
granted asylum, three separate Attorneys General intervened in her case:
Janet Reno, John Ashcroft, and Michael Mukasey.34 Their intervention
shows the level of controversy over the concept, not Alva5e636 0 0 26 3d21.9 Tm
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gang violence perpetrated by non-governmental actors will not qualify for
asylum. 44

He was trying to send the message that these claims 
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those aspects of the decision and its guidance that he found to be unlawful
to asylum seekers in the credible fear process.5o

Finally, I would like to end by helping to put a human face on this
issue. Although Ms. A-B- has chosen to protect her identity (which is why
she uses her initials only), she's shared her story with NPR,5 as well as in a
short video produced by Human Rights Watch and CGRS.52 I recommend
those to you. For those interested in learning more about the case, and the
larger #ImmigrantWomen2 advocacy efforts, you can visit the CGRS

53
web site.
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